
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HKB_FeTJPU


CONCEPT
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INSPIRATION
The evolution of the world of wellness - understood as wellness spa, 
the world of hotellerie - has seen new aesthetic and stylistic trends, 
in terms of design, materials and certainly  finishes. 
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READING
Ekinex, which has always been interested and sensitive to the 
evolution of style in the world of living, has chosen to give a new 
interpretation of its series (or collections), a new interpretation once 
again surprising and with a strong appeal.



METAL HT by Ekinex is a new world to discover, in which the choice is to be the protagonists of the environments. 
Why HT? Behind a simple acronym, is actually hidden a great path of research, neither trivial nor simple. 

A process made of High Tech & High Touch, where the metalworking processes unfold in a combination of high technology
 of innovative technological processes and high human touch.



MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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POLISHING

MILLING

During the first processing phase, the aluminum bar undergoes
a process of polishing and pellicultura that prepares it 
for the subsequent cutting.

The second phase of metal processing: the aluminum bar is inserted 
into a 3-axis machining center connected to Industry 4.0 
for a precision cutting and maximum detail definition.
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GALVANIC
3 alternating layers of copper, nickel and chrome, an automated 
phase of 5 hours at the end of which the operators check the pieces 
on the frame and on the table.
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COATING
To obtain the 3 finishes - Champagne, Copper and Black Metal - 
the coating phase then begins, during which the operator manually 
applies the coating by spray, customizing each item and following 
the shape and geometry of the individual component. 

The paint is liquid and is handled in small quantities in order 
to maintain the colour point. 3-4 passes are made to achieve 
the desired effect and this is the great skill of the operator, who 
essentially "paints" each product. This is the most complex phase, 
but painting a chromium-plated product allows a unique effect: 
obtaining a shine that no other industrial process would allow.
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POLYMERIZATION
The products on the frames are then hooked to de-staticised trolleys 
and placed inside cooking booths, at a temperature of 60°, 
with 30% of humidity and controlled aspiration.

WITHERING
The products, then, rest for about 30 minutes, on frames placed in 
aseptic environments, with controlled temperature and humidity 
and with an active filtration.
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QUALITY 
CONTROL
Operators check 100% of parts: 
frame first and then single check with sample test.



FEATURES & RANGE
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Anti-scratch: high resistance to wear, scratch, rub and corrosion;

High tightness: the manufacturing process is borrowed from the 
automotive world: a guarantee of very high resistance (automotive 
products resist to the atmospheric events and temperature changes). 
To underline also the high resistance to acid agents.

Shine: the exclusive coating process on the chrome-plated product 
gives it a unique shine that cannot be reproduced by other processes.

Glamour: the Metal HT finish contributes to giving to the 
environment a researched, elegant and refined style.

MAIN 
CHARACTERISTICS
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All series are available in the new finish to satisfy every 
stylistic and aesthetic need.

THE PRODUCT 
RANGE
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Copper
COP

Champagne
CHA

Chrome
CRO

Champagne
CHA

Copper
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Black Metal
CBM

Chrome
CRO

Black Metal
CBM

71 
(DEEP/SURFACE)

FF 
('NF)

Chrome
CRO

Champagne
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Copper
COP

Black Metal
CBM
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(DEEP/SURFACE)

ELECTRICAL 
SOCKETS

(DEEP/SURFACE)

VERSIONS
AVAILABLE
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CRO

Champagne
CHA

Black Metal
CBM

Copper
COP

Chrome
CRO

Champagne
CHA

Black Metal
CBM

Copper
COP

Chrome
CRO

Champagne
CHA

Copper
COP

Black Metal
CBM

DELÉGO
PANEL

 (5")



SUGGESTIONS
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Products conceived and created following a harmonious stylistic line, 
working on details, so that the interaction with the environment is 
beautiful, clean and essential.

STYLISTIC 
COERENCE
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BESPOKE
SERVICE
We respond to the increasing demand for tailor-made 
objects with a dedicated service: customized icons that 
recall the lamps used in the interiors, texts chosen by the 
customer and a series of special finishes that make each 
project unique.
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TOOLS



Through the Ekinex configurator, each element can be 
customized and inserted into your project up to the generation of 
a request for quote that is sent to the sales team together with the 
details of the chosen products.

planner.ekinex.com
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https://planner.ekinex.com/
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STYLE
BOX
Stylebox is a presentation box that contains one or more Ekinex devices 
declined in different colours and finishes to evaluate the different colour
and aesthetic solutions available.

EK-SB4-CRO-CBM
• Upper part 

EK-E20-TP-4TS-P Pushbutton with thermostat 20venti series 

EK-SQT-CRO Plate 20venti Surface (30x60 mm window) - Metal HT | Chrome 

EK-T4R-20-BS-GAE 4 rockers with RGB text - Plastic | Black

• Lower part 

EK-E12-TP Pushbutton with thermostat 71 series 

EK-D2G-CBM 2-fold plate Deep (60x60 mm and 55x55 mm window)- Metal HT | Black metal 

EK-T4Q-CBM 4 square rockers - Metal HT | Black metal 

EK-PWS-DE-USB Schuko USB power socket 

EK-PSC-DE-USB-CBM Painted cover for Schuko USB power socket - Metal HT | Black metal

EK-SB4-COP-CHA
• Upper part 

EK-ED2-TP Pushbutton with thermostat FF series 

EK-TQQ-COP 4 square rockers - Metal HT | Copper

• Lower part 

EK-E12-TP Pushbutton with thermostat 71 series 

EK-DQS-CHA Square plate Deep (60x60 mm window) - Metal HT | Champagne 

EK-T4R-CHA 4 rectangular rockers - Metal HT | Champagne 

EK-E20-TP-4LS Pushbutton with thermostat 20venti series 

EK-DQT-CHA Plate 20venti Deep (30x60 mm window) - Metal HT | Champagne 

EK-T4R-20-BL-GAE 4 rockers with RGB LED - Plastic | Black



COMING SOON



Ekinex S.p.A. 
Via Novara, 37 

I-28010 Vaprio d’Agogna NO - ITALY 
T +39 0321 1828980 

info@ekinex.com 
www.ekinex.com

https://www.facebook.com/ekinex/
https://twitter.com/ekinex_knx
https://www.instagram.com/ekinexspa/
https://www.pinterest.it/ekinex/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ekinex
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3ONUSAjE3ZQ2v83vq4JT9g
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